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Born from collective concern about the 
impact of climate change, the permanent 
installation Movement created by Tomás 
Saraceno with Aerocene for Ruinart 
highlights the urgency of the climate 
challenges we are facing, calling on us 
to free the air of fossil fuels. Offering a 
renewed poetic way to sense the air, the 
Argentine artist reminds us how essential it 
is to all species at a time when the earth’s 
ecosystem has become unbalanced due 
to the actions of humans. A one degree 
difference between the ambiant air and the 
air trapped inside the Aerocene is enough 
to set the inflatable aerosolar sculpture into 
flight. In the Champagne region, warming 
the climate by one degree disrupts the 
natural grape ripening process, a different 
visible marker of changing temperatures.

Lifted only by the air and sun and moved by 
the wind, this augmented reality Aeroglyphic 
sculpture will be formed by a site-specific 
trajectory made with the Aerocene 
Backpack. Movement builds momentum for 
expanding our environmental imaginaries, 
leaving a poetic trail in the sky above Maison 
Ruinart and its vineyard that visitors can see 
using the Aerocene App. 

“The history of the Maison is rooted 
in the Age of Enlightenment during 
which we were founded. Our passion 
for culture is not new. We believe that 
art has the power to connect people and 
make the world better, more sensitive 
and more intelligent. “

Frédéric Dufour,
President of Maison Ruinart



AT NATURE’S RHYTHM
EPHEMERAL SOLAR FLIGHT
WITH AN ETERNAL TRACE

At dawn, as nature slowly awoke, Tomás 
Saraceno gathered a small team in the 
heart of the vineyard at Maison Ruinart to 
release an aerosolar sculpture that, warmed 
by the rising sun and moved by the winds, 
floated into the atmosphere. Composing a 
unique artwork that drifts with no physical 
trace, Saraceno uses the movement of the 
Aerocene Backpack as an artist’s brush that 
shapes in collaboration with the elements 
and gives us the chance to re-sense nature’s 
currents and rhythms. A special sensor 
captured the sculpture’s Movements as the 
artist traced a unique signature in unison 
with the aerosolar rhythms that surge and 
meander through an ocean of air. Art is 
moved by the rhythms of nature to create an 
experience rendered through technology. 
Like handwriting or fingerprints, the traces 
of Aerocene flights are singular, reading like 
hieroglyphs in the air – or Aeroglyphs. These 
drawings are elusive, yet to be interpreted, 
but nevertheless, their ephemeral presence 
lends tangibility to the element at their origin.

AEROCENE:
A COLLECTIVE
EXPERIENCE
Understanding that the future is always 
multiple, Aerocene is an invitation to 
discover and adopt divergent modes of 
being to nourish ecological sensitivity 
and endosymbiotic mutualism. Initiated 
by artist Tomás Saraceno in 2015, the 
Aerocene Foundation is a non-profit 
organisation devoted to community 
building, scientific research, artistic 
experience, and education. Its activities 
include testing and multiplying solar 
sculptures that float without needing 
fuel or rare gases. The Foundation 
works with artists, thinkers, scientists, 
researchers, balloonists, technologists, 
humanitarian workers, and visionaries 
to increase public awareness of global 
resource circulation, and reactivate 
a common imaginary towards new 
symbiotic relationships with the earth. 
These sculptural Movement made with 
the wind are signatures for a planetary 
declaration of independence from fossil 
fuels. As our awareness is drawn to the 
elements and we are given the chance 
to re-sense the natural rhythms of the 
planet, the air will start to clear and 
return to invisibility.



“This calls for a new era, a new way 
of living and relating, independent 
from fossil fuels, a move into 
Aerocene – the age of air. Moving 
in Aerocene is to float following 
winding trajectories, guided by the 
wind and propelled by thermal air 
currents, becoming buoyant only
by the heat of the sun.”

Tomás Saraceno

Discover the video which traces the first 
aerocene flight made by Tomás Saraceno in 
Champagne, in Maison Ruinart.

#RuinartCountdown

https://qrco.de/bcCBbw


SHARED VALUES
PRESERVING BIODIVERSITY 
AND MITIGATING
CLIMATE CHANGE 

Tomás Saraceno’s artistic approach is based 
on carefully observing nature, just like the work 
looking after the vines at Maison Ruinart. For 
several years now, in the Champagne region, 
grapes ripen more quickly and harvest begins 
earlier and earlier in the year. In 30 years, the 
average temperature has increased by 1.3°C. 
This is the symptom of a wider, global climate 
crisis, which has led Maison Ruinart to actively 
protect the environment through sustainable 
viticulture practises fostering biodiversity. Eco-
design is also essential to its vision of packaging, 
while the supply chain has been transformed to 
focus on less polluting modes of transport. To 
share this enlightened vision, Maison Ruinart 
has invited environmentally committed artists 
including Tomás Saraceno to create a site-
specific works of art in its historic terroir. Tomás 
Saraceno’s Movement reveals glimpses of a 
new era free from fossil fuels, batteries, lithium, 
solar panels, helium, hydrogen, and carbon 
emissions.

“In my work, precision and awareness 
of the environment are essential. An 
extra degree in temperature can have 
an enormous impact on the texture 
and aromas of our wines.”

Frédéric Panaïotis,
Cellar Master, Maison Ruinart

TAISSY,
AN HISTORIC VINEYARD 
ON THE MONTAGNE
DE REIMS

With the Haute Valeur 
Environnementale et Viticulture 
Durable labels en Champagne 
since 2014, the 40-hectare 
Taissy vineyard is dedicated 
to a pilot project carried out 
by Maison Ruinart to nurture 
biodiversity. Inspired by 
agroforestry methods, Ruinart 
winemakers grow its vines 
alongside other plants and trees 
to bring back vegetation essential 
to maintain the balance of the 
biotope. Hawthorn, hornbeam, 
beeches, rowan and linden are 
used to gradually plant hedges 
and wooded islets to attract 
insects and birds, while also 
protecting the vines from cold 
northerly winds. Likewise, 
natural sodding at the foot of 
the vines limits water runoff 
and helps retain moisture and 
nutrients to regenerate the soil. 
By reconnecting with nature in a 
pragmatic yet ambitious way, this 
vitiforestry-led vineyard looks to 
the future and sets an example to 
follow in the Champagne region. 



DIGITAL ARTWORK ROOTED
IN THE CHAMPAGNE REGION  

Visitors at Maison Ruinart are able to 
experience Movement on site using the  
Aerocene App, which will document the 
performance produced by Tomás Saraceno. 
The augmented reality Aeroglyphic 
sculpture generated by this performance 
will thus become part of the Maison’s 
artistic terroir. It will be a reminder of the 
importance of the air we breathe and help 
building a world where species and nature 
coexist in harmony. On the ground, a 
stele evoking the aerial choreography will 
completes the installation.

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=org.aerocene.aerocene&hl=fr&gl=US
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/aerocene/id1461469575


ART AS A HYPHEN OR CONNECTION

Through its artistic collaborations, Maison 
Ruinart supports contemporary artists whose 
vision of nature enlightens our vision of 
life. Convinced that collective impetus can 
change the world, with this new augmented 
reality sculpture by Tomás Saraceno, Ruinart 
participates in an experience that elevates our 
awareness, opening our eyes to both splendour 
of our ecosystem and the threats endangering it.

Maison Ruinart will 
be celebrating its 300th 

anniversary in 2029, a 
commemorative countdown 
with a strong focus on art. 
From the first artwork 
commissioned from 
Alphonse Mucha in 1896 to 
current support for emerging 
artistic talents, the oldest 
champagne house has always 
fostered a strong connection 
with contemporary art. Until 
2029, 10 artworks will be 
installed in the heart of the 
Maison’s historic terroir, 
enriching its symbolic 
heritage through a dialogue 
between art, nature and 
technology. 

1729 - 2029
THE COUNTDOWN 
HAS BEGUN 



TOMÁS SARACENO, IMAGINING 
THE FUTURE THROUGH ART, 
SCIENCE AND POETRY 

Born in Argentina in 1973, Berlin-based Tomás 
Saraceno challenges ways of inhabiting 
and sensing the environment. Collectively 
calling for environmental justices that enable 
interspecies cohabitation, Tomás Saraceno’s 
artistic collaborations renew relationships 
with the terrestrial, atmospheric and cosmic 
realms, particularly through his community 
projects Aerocene and Arachnophilia. 
For more than two decades, Saraceno 
has activated projects fostering ethical 
collaboration with the atmosphere, including 
Museo Aero Solar (2007-) and the Aerocene 
Foundation (2015-), a non-profit organisation 
devoted to community building, scientific 
research, artistic experience, and education.  
Saraceno’s profound interest in spiders 
and their webs led to the formation of 
the Arachnophilia. This not-for-profit, 
interdisciplinary spider/web research 
community builds on innovations arising 
from Saraceno’s past collaborative research 
into spider/web architectures, materials, 
modes of vibrational signaling and behaviour. 
Notable exhibitions include Event Horizon 
at Cisternerne, Copenhagen (2020); Aria,  
Palazzo Strozzi, Florence (2020); La 
Biennale di Venezia as part of May You Live 
In Interesting Times (2019); and ON AIR,  
Palais de Tokyo, Paris (2018). 

Listen to in-depth interviews with Tomás 
Saraceno and Frédéric Panaïotis to 
find out more about this permanent 
installation and the actions carried out by 
Maison Ruinart to foster biodiversity.

Two podcasts to dive in deeper 

Tomás Saraceno talks about his project 
with Ruinart: “I will be making a Movement 
in the air whose unique trail we will later 
be able to visualise.”

Frédéric Panaïotis, Cellar Master, explains 
Ruinart’s commitments: “With vitiforestry, 
we hope to regenerate our soils, within 
our historic Taissy vineyard.” 

http://qrco.de/bcBD7v
https://qrco.de/bcCTRT


Tomás Saraceno,
towards an Aerocene era

Making of Movement [49.190091, 4.064507]
20.05.2021
Reims, France

Augmented reality Aeroglyphic sculpture 
formed by a site-specific trajectory made 
with the Aerocene Backpack. A Movement 
to free the air from fossil fuels, lifted only by 
the air and sun, moved by the wind. 

For Maison Ruinart.



Drink responsibly

CONTACT :
press@ruinart.com

+33 1 58 97 57 42 

https://www.ruinart.com/en-uk/press/press-corner
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